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规格：356*216MM

Fabric Roman Shade
Installation Instructions
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1. Choose shade position (1-Inside Mount, 2-Outside Mount)

Option 1 : Outside Mount Option 2 : Inside Mount

Outside Mount Inside Mount Outside Mount Inside Mount

Hardware
includes

C-brackets Short screws Long screws

24" to 44"

48"

2pcs

3pcs

4pcs

6pcs

2pcs

2pcs

Verify Components
Ensure that you have received each of the following 
components needed for proper installation :

Recommended Tools
   Tape Measure
   Pencil
   Screwdriver
   Power drill with an 1/8" drill bit

2. Mark the C-bracket
For easy installation and proper shade operation, please make sure all the C-brackets are in 
alignment.

4. Mount the Headrail
Clip the shade into the C-brackets, and make sure the distance between the C-bracket and the 
edge of the headrail does not exceed 1/2" (12.7mm). Fix the headrail on C-brackets with the 
short screws. The center bracket on the 48" shade is not screwed into the headrail.

3. Attach the C-bracket
Attach the C-brackets with the long screws in the wall (for outside mount) or window frame (for 
inside mount) that was marked.

Option 1 : Inside Mount
Position the shade where you want it to hang 
in the window, with the front of the shade 
facing into the room. Center the shade inside 
the window frame at the required depth. 
Please ensure that the brackets (excluding 
the center bracket) are maximum 1/2"(12.7mm)
away from the end of the headrail.

Option 2:  Outside Mount
Position the shade where you want it to hang 
on the wall above the window opening. 
Making sure it is centered. Mark lines where 
the ends of the headrail are.

For shades less than 48" wide, two brackets 
are needed.

For 48" wide shades, three brackets are needed.  
One on each side and one in the center. 

Operating your installed shade
Pull gently on the handle in the middle of 
the roller shade at the back to lock the 
roman shade in the desired position. To 
raise the shade, pull gently down on the 
handle a short distance to unlock the shade 
and the roman shade will raise automatically.

Adjust Your Shade
Caution: To have the spring roller too tight 
can cause damage to the spring system. A 
tension sufficient to get the fabric gently 
back to the fully raised position is correct. If 
it cannot fully open, tighten the spring 
tension 1-2 circles as pictured (hold the 
roller tube still) until the shade fully opens. 
Conversely, if the opening speed is too fast, 
the spring tension should be loosened in the 
opposite direction (hold the roller tube still).

Please take a moment to review the following 
installation guide.
Please leave shade in folded open  position for 
ease of installation.
Be sure to keep all components and packaging 
until shade is fully installed.


